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1:30 1 LW welcomed all attendees, noting that this meeting is 
committed to discussion on AASB 16 Post-Implementation 
challenges. 
 
AASB 16 Post-Implementation Challenges 
 
A)  Frequency of updating assessments & capturing lease 

events 
 

LW opened discussion by questioning members on their 
approaches to key areas requiring judgement. 
 

a. Re-Assessments 
AS noted that Wesfarmers have determined that no 
distinction will be made in accounting treatments for 
reassessments and modifications with all transactions 
of such nature being treated as lease modification. This 
conclusion was reached on the basis of materiality, 
given the degree of judgement and complexity 
introduced to processes being a key consideration and 
this was accepted by the auditors.   
 

b. Modifications 
As above. 
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c. Incremental Borrowing Rate (IBR) Curves 
AS noted that Wesfarmers discussed that their initial 
view for their IBR methodology around what tenor to 
adopt into the rate for a particular lease was based on 
a Weighted Average Lease Term (WALT) factor of half 
the contractual lease term (i.e using a 5 year discount 
rate for a 10 year lease with reference to the notion that 
payments are made more frequently rather than a 
large bullet payment at the end which changes the 
underlying risk profile of the cash flows). However upon 
discovery that this was different to a market approach 
of adopting contractual lease term as a tenor, their 
approach was changed to align to the market. 
 
RO spoke to the approach of BlueScope in that a tenor 
based on WALT has been adopted with frequency of 
issuance set at quarterly in light of recent market 
volatility.  
 
MR spoke to the approach of Australia Post in that, 
similarly to BlueScope, a WALT has been adopted to 
determine an appropriate tenor for an IBR, however 
frequency of issuance is set at each half year. 

 
B) Use of software / Outsourced providers 
EC of Australia Post opened up discussion on use of software 
and outsourced providers, giving context that Australia Post 
currently uses an outsourced property service provider for 
finance services pertaining to real-estate leases under AASB 
16. Key challenges to date have been the integration of 
Australia Post accounting policies into the processes of the 
service provider. For leases outside of real-estate, a macro-
based excel model has been adopted for accounting 
adjustments. EC then opened to the forum for further input on 
experiences. 
 
Members discussed their experiences with regard to the 
adoption of externally sourced software and outsourced 
providers. Successful implementation and integration of 
processes has varied with dependence on the size and 
complexity of lease portfolios. Tools and outsourced providers 
have strength lessee accounting and audit trail function 
however limited capability for lessor accounting and 
integration with ERPs.  
 
KB from Aurizon discussed that they have a smaller lease 
portfolio and currently managing the calculations for 
determining lease accounting entries on excel, engaging 
KPMG in workshops. Generally there has been numerous 
issues in managing in excel with regard to managing change 
around modifications and re-assessments. 
 
KF of Origin Energy (‘Origin’) noted that Origin is adopting a 
third party software solution, Lease Accelerator, which is fit 
for its purpose but navigating some aspects of the tool is 
challenging.  
 
AS of Wesfarmers noted that they have not had positive 
experience with their externally sourced tool, noting that there 
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does not appear to be a provider in the market that has a tool 
that covers all areas.  
 
RO Bluescope noted a successful implementation of 
Innervision. The tool is considered well placed for accounting 
for actuals for lessees as well as providing forecast 
information, however functionality is limited to lessee 
accounting and ERP integration is challenging.  
 
 
C) Holdover Leases 
EC from Australia Post opened the topic by noting the 
challenges faced when accounting for leases under holdover, 
particularly where lease terms are still under negotiation.  
 
AS from Wesfarmers noted an approach adopted whereby 
lease liabilities are not recognised until such time lease 
agreements have been signed. Options contained in the new 
lease under negotiation while in holdover are also not 
considered for assessment of reasonable certainty of exercise 
until such time the lease agreement is signed. During the 
holdover period, lease costs incurred are capitalised and 
unwound at the time contract terms are made certain by way 
of agreement.  
 
RO and WA spoke to BlueScope approach that lease costs are 
expensed as incurred during the holdover period.  
 
D) Long term discount rates with no equivalent long term 

debt offers 
AS of Wesfarmers opened discussion on what approaches 
have been taken to address the lack of Australian market 
corporate bond data for long term debt. Yields on instruments 
with long tenors of up to 100 years are available in other 
countries such as the U.S. For leases in excess of 20 years, 20 
year Corporate bond rates are sourced from Bloomberg with 
incremental adjustments for each year of tenor in excess of 
20 years. 
 
MR noted that long term yields can be sourced from Debt 
advisory teams at Deloitte up to 100 years, as done so by 
Australia Post. Alternatively, an Interest Rate Implicit in the 
Lease (IRIL), accommodating various assumptions, can be 
determined on a lease-by-lease basis as outlined by the 
standard.  
 
E) Disclosure planning (inc. Segment reporting) 
AS commented that Wesfarmers continue to debate internally 
on what to disclose, with the current view to disclose new view 
v. old view and reconciliations to management and segment 
reporting in investor briefing packs.  
 
RO and WA of BlueScope note that intention is to show 
balance sheet, weighted average borrowing rate and EBIT 
impact by segment.  
 
GB of CA-ANZ noted their work has been focussed on the 
quality of reporting rather than technical interpretation of the 
standard, although the most prevalent issue from an 
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application perspective is the treatment of lease incentives at 
transition.  
 
GB also noted an Exposure Draft has been released by the 
IASB for proposed amendments to IAS 12 concerning Deferred 
Tax Related to Assets and Liabilities Arising from a Single 
Transaction and is currently under consideration for 
comment.  
 
GB noted that an update of developments in areas discussed 
(as above) by CA-ANZ will be provided at the next meeting.  
 

3:00 2 Close 
 

 

 


